
Bannock County Board of Equalization 

July 8, 2022, Minutes 

 

Friday, July 8, 2022 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
MEETING CALL TO ORDER (action item) 

Commissioners Jeff Hough, Terrel N. Tovey and Ernie Moser met for Board of Equalization hearings.  

8:29 AM Moser convened the meeting. Hough moved to enter into the Board of Equalization. The 

motion passed unanimously. Among those present were Nancy Allen, Anita Hymas and Braeden 

Clayson. Appraisers presenting throughout the day included Lanita Benson, Jason Hooker and Celeste 

Gunn. 

The following hearings were conducted: 

8:30 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules. 

 

Ryan Davis - RPRPCT2001300 

8:32 AM Davis reviewed there is a parcel connected to his home. The parcel is about 2000 square feet 

of grass and sits under power poles. Nearby parcels and value per square foot were reviewed.  

8:34 AM Benson reviewed the property is in a different phase of subdivision so it cannot be combined. 

The home lot was adjusted for a combined value to match the neighbors.  

8:36 AM Tovey feels maybe less due to deed restrictions and utility easements. The parcels are not 

usable. The lot values in the neighborhood are high, even with the desirable neighborhood. Hough 

suggested moving back to $12,100. There is still value in standoff from neighbors. Hough moved on 

parcel RPRPCT2001300 to adjust the value back to last year’s and put a note in the file due to the deed 

restrictions in place. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

9:00 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules. 

 

Eric Larsen - RPRPHOA004701 

9:02 AM Larsen reported his property is unique and in the Assessor’s defense, they do have to look 

further away from neighborhood. He has no access to sales data, but looking at realtor sites, he saw 

homes with more bedrooms/baths that are listed for less than his value. There was a 28% increase and 

he is asking for reconsideration. 

9:03 AM Benson reviewed the property details, price per square foot and comparables. The home falls 

within the market comparables.  

9:06 AM Larsen would like to see the comparables.  

9:07 AM Discussion ensued on location and land value. The home is connected to city water/sewer. 

Tovey pointed out the land cannot be divided. Hough reported the online resources line up with 

appellant’s opinion with an average value of $532,000. Hough moved for parcel RPRPHOA004701 to 

adjust the value to $495,900 with reduction off improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed. 

 

Jimmy Rohrbaugh - RPRCHWA000501 

9:13 AM Rohrbaugh explained his location is not the best for house values as there are rentals up and 

down the street with no values. The three-year increase was shared. There have been no improvements 

to the property. The increase is unreasonable. He is on a dead-end street. Some corrections were made 

with an appraiser.  

9:16 AM Benson confirmed she spoke with appellant and adjusted the basement finish and bathroom 

fixtures that reduced the value to $381,206. Comparables were reviewed. Sales locations were 

questioned. 

9:18 AM Tovey agrees with location obsolescence. The increase was 39% on the improvement value. A 

24% increase over last year would be $254,114 for the improvements. Tovey moved for parcel 
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RPRCHWA000501 to adjust the value to $323,114 with the reduction off the improvements. The 

motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Lori Jo Bills - RPRPFW5004800 

9:20 AM Hymas reported an adjustment was made on the improvements to $170,700 for a total of 

$263,650, and the land at $92,950. Hough moved on parcel RPRPFW5004800 to accept the Assessor’s 

adjusted value of $263,650. The motion passed. 

 

Julie Stoltz - RPRPHIV001500 

9:21 AM Hymas reported an adjustment to the total to $253,393 with reduction on the improvements. 

Hough moved for parcel RPRPHIV001500 to accept the Assessor’s adjusted value of $253,393. The 

motion passed. 

 

Bridger Morrison - RPRPVC2001600 

9:22 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPVC2001600 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Joel & Heidi Phillips - RPRCBR7001500 

9:23 AM Tovey recused himself. The property was purchased in April 2022. Hough moved on parcel 

RPRCBR7001500 to accept the appellant’s opinion and purchase price of $750,000 as the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

9:54 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules. 

 

Daniel Wagner - RPR4013049518 

9:56 AM Wagner appeals the land value and has some unusable acres. He requested to be equally 

assessed with neighboring parcels. The argument is that the open space, as he cannot build, should be 

assessed at zero.  

9:58 AM Benson does not see open space on the legal description. The three parcels given are open 

space owned by Deer Valley HOA. Appellant is not a member of HOA. The ordinance definition of 

open space was reviewed. Tovey explained open space is a deed restriction. Appellant still has property 

rights. There is intrinsic value to the lot.  

10:01 AM Appellant reported his contract for buying the house required he cannot build. Benson 

reported the comparable values he gave did increase for this year. 

10:04 AM There is a worksheet as the home details were corrected to $537,071. Hough moved on 

parcel RPR4013049518 to uphold the assessed adjusted value of $537,071. The motion passed. Appeal 

rights were reviewed. 

 

Paul Petersen - RPR4013027500 

10:05 AM Petersen reviewed his dispute with BLM on the land. They showed encroachment on BLM 

property and issued a trespass notice. There was a grant after the Charlotte Fire. The grant is not 

transferable if he wants to sell the property. He looked at modifying the garage for $55,000 to fix the 

encroachment. An archeologist would have to be hired before doing any excavation. A surveyor was 

hired. If he built a fence, the neighbor would not have a parking space or be able to use the garage. He 

cannot claim adverse possession of federal property. His property, per a realtor, would only sell at 75% 

of value. He had a successful appeal in 2020 at BTA for arguments of devaluation. 

10:09 AM Benson shows 9/10th of the property is his own parcel. A small corner of the garage is on 

BLM.  

10:10 AM To sell the property, the easement would also need moved. 
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10:10 AM The BTA opinion was reviewed and Hough agreed there is compelling evidence to reduce 

the value. Moser reported three out of four years at BOE. The property record needs noted with a 

negative influence. Hough moved for parcel RPR4013027500 to adjust the value of the land for a total 

value of $318,000 per appellant’s opinion, and add a negative influence to the file. The motion passed. 

Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Tim & Katie Leishman - RPRCHLE002600 

10:13 AM Appellants reviewed pictures from the neighbor’s property and the nearby park showing lack 

of care that would lessen the value of the home. The neighbor has weeds hip high. They are in a cul-de-

sac and the park has a bunch of weeds and dead trees. They have mice and voles due to the neighbors 

not taking care of property. The neighboring values seem to be going down. Comparables were 

discussed. 

10:16 AM Benson reviewed the home details and a comparable.  

10:18 AM Discussion ensued on landscaping which is not considered for mass appraisal. Hough 

reviewed online values. Hough moved on parcel RPRCHLE002600 to uphold the assessed value. The 

motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Joyce & Ronald Klein - RPRPWHS003800  

10:23 AM Klein reported she needs a new roof with a quote for $11,000. The deck is 40 years old and 

falling apart. A bid for trex dex came in at $18,000. The driveway has sunk. The neighbors bring the 

value down. There is no garage, has 900 square feet, an unfinished basement and being use as a rental.  

10:27 AM Benson reviewed the property details. 

10:28 AM Tovey disagrees with the lot value. The back yard is on the highway. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPRPWHS003800 to adjust the land value to $75,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed. 

 

Wayne & Alison Nielson - RPRCVI1002300 

10:30 AM Appellant did not show. The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRCVI1002300 

to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed.  

 

Kathy and Kim Campbell – RPRRLR4005800 

10:32 AM There is a worksheet with adjustments to the land at $86,152 to a total of $233,472. Tovey 

moved for parcel RPRRLR4005800 to accept the Assessor’s recommended adjusted value. The motion 

passed. 

  

10:59 AM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules. 

 

Darrell & Kathleen Beard - RPRPTDV001200 

11:02 AM The Beards reviewed the home is over 50 years old and question the high assessment. 

11:03 AM Benson questioned the basement finish. The home details were reviewed and comparable 

sales with time adjustments. Benson reviewed the process for determining market value with sales. The 

property was visited in 2021.  

11:06 AM Hough moved to adjust the land to $75,000. That will bring the value inline with online 

resources. Hough moved on parcel RPRPTDV001200 to adjust the total to $393,514 with reduction off 

the land to $75,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Jacob Hart - RPRPNG2006900 

11:09 AM The appellant did not show. The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPRPNG2006900, due to lack of preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion 

passed. 
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Brett & Lisa Carlsen - RPR3853001002 

11:10 AM The appellants did not show. Benson reviewed comparables. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPR3853001002 that the assessed value be upheld. The motion passed. 

 

12:57 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules. 

 

Kirstin Benedetti - RPRPSTN000600 

1:00 PM Benedetti has concerns about the $125,000 increase. There have been no major improvements. 

She refinanced last year and the appraisal was at $225,000. She submitted other neighbor increases.  

1:02 PM Gunn questioned the appraisal, which was a fee appraisal.  

1:03 PM Gunn reviewed the parcel details, comparables and price per square foot.  

1:05 PM Tovey explained that appraisals are time adjusted. The value would be $256,500 with a time 

adjustment. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPSTN000600 that the value be adjusted to $256,500 with 

reduction off improvements. Hough offered an amendment of, based on the appraised value in the 

packet. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Angela Adams - RPRPPOC011500 

1:07 PM Adams has not made any improvements in the last 12 months. The increase is abnormal.  

1:08 PM Gunn reviewed the parcel details. 

1:09 PM Tovey discussed the land value is low and the home is within the market. Hough moved for 

parcel RPRPPOC011500 to uphold the assessed value due to lack of evidence in the file. The motion 

passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Glen & Joni Powell - RPRPANS006100 

1:12 PM Appellants argue the assessment is unfairly assessed and not comparable to others in the 

neighborhood. The materials submitted are comparisons to 77 properties in the area. Over 7 years, it has 

risen 108%, and increased 98.42% in the last year.  

1:15 PM Gunn reported the 22 values are not certified so the parcel viewer has 21 values. The market 

has risen a lot in the last year.  

1:16 PM Gunn reviewed the parcel details, comparables and price per square foot. 

1:17 PM Appellant submitted that the information he presented was all 21 values and the only available 

information to the public. There are areas of the home without heating and cooling. No other parcel has 

risen like his. 

1:19 PM Tovey reviewed the rate of change over the last year. An average increase was 24% and 

applying that to the improvements would lower the value to $467,429. Gunn reported they have a 

recommended adjustment to $398,887 for the improvements for a total $476,627.  

1:21 PM Hough reviewed online resources have values at $408,000, $415,000 and $479,000 with an 

average of $415,100. Hough moved for parcel RPRPANS006100 to adjust the value to $415,100 with 

the reduction off improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Ronald & Stephanie Gill - RPR3851005800 

1:23 PM Gill reviewed the home is a prefab manufactured in 1968. The windows and doors are not 

square, the heat is not functioning well, and there are water quality issues. Appellant feels the home is 

overvalued due to the age and condition. The home was built at the airport and taken to its location. 

Tovey clarified the home is modular, not manufactured. Applicant had a contractor look at cracks in the 

ceiling and walls, even with repairs the cracks and separations would continue. The water table has been 

lowered due to all the construction.  

1:27 PM Gunn reviewed the property details. Appellant agreed that, functionally, there is no heat, but 

has a fireplace.  
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1:28 PM Tovey agreed the land is steep and rocky. There is still value in the homesite. There are water 

issues on the land. Tovey moved on parcel RPR3851005800 to keep the improvements the same and 

adjust the land to $130,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Edna Kline - RPRPTH2001800 

1:33 PM A cancellation was reported. Gunn shared there is an adjusted value. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRPTH2001800 to take the Assessor’s recommendation of $611,633. The motion passed. 

 

1:39 PM Discussion ensued on previous properties that were requested to be changed to commercial for 

cause. Hymas reported that corrected notices have to be sent which will give them 10 days to appeal. 

This would extend BOE if they choose to appeal. Tovey shared concern for the area market not being 

taxed. The property across the street is valued. Sending notices and waiting for appeals will put the final 

abstract on hold as well for final values. Tovey explained there is unfair treatment as these properties are 

not valued. Discussion ensued on requesting an extension. Tovey expressed that state law requires cause 

to be raised and on behalf of residential tax payers it’s the Board’s duty to do so in an attempt to be fair. 

Moser will contact George Brown about process. 

 

Steven & Karrie Prochko - RPRRMM2000900 

1:44 PM The packet was reviewed administratively. The improvements increased almost double. It was 

sketched in 2019. The review year was 2022. There does not appear to be any new buildings. Gunn 

shared it was fielded last year. They bought the property for $437,202. Adjusting 25% over the last year 

would be $536,403. The property needs looked at. Hough moved for parcel RPRRMM2000900 to 

adjust the value to $536,403 with reduction off improvements. The motion passed. 

 

1:52 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules. 

 

Ginelle & Bryan Hulse - RPRPCRL000100 

1:55 PM Hulse shared there was over a 60% increase. A realtor provided comparable homes listed for 

less.  

1:55 PM Gunn reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot.  

1:57 PM Hough questioned the sales dates of appellant’s comps. Gunn reported the comparables are 

impressive as they show the market increase. 

1:58 PM Tovey questioned location and shared concern for the land value. Hough explained that 

$510,000 would be a time adjusted value for one of the example sales given. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPRPCRL000100 to adjust the land to $72,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Timothy Powell - RPRPCDS002000 

2:03 PM Powell looked for comparables, but there are custom homes in area. The house is 28 years old 

and ranch style. He is surrounded by houses and has no unobstructed views. The original roof is 28 

years old, which has been patched. The cost will be $20,000 to replace. The patio has been modified and 

cracked, which be $15,000 to repair. The deck has structural issues. Heating and cooling and the water 

heater are at end of life. Market research shows a 15-25% value increase for the year. Using last year’s 

value plus 20%, minus the roof and patio cost to repair would be a value of $528,708. It would take 

significant repairs to bring the home to full market value. 

2:06 PM Gunn reviewed the property details and is listed in average condition.  

2:06 PM Appellant pointed out he thought he would be able to see what the Assessor had before the 

hearing. Questions were fielded on how values are arrived at. 

2:08 PM Tovey shared concern with the lot value. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPCDS002000 to adjust 

the land value to $80,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 
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Dean & Lana Borgholthaus - RPRCKI4001000 

2:11 PM Appellants wanted to demonstrate the house is unique, over 4,000 square feet, and they have a 

freeway in the back yard. Comparable property sold was reviewed. Comparing the property with homes 

in the highland area is comparing different planets.  

2:15 PM Gunn reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot.  

2:16 PM Tovey discussed this is the largest house in the neighborhood, and ranch style property 

comparables. Hough reviewed the online resources show values at $537,700 and $552,000 and 

disagrees with the assessed value. A time adjusted value based on the sale is $595,000. Hough moved 

on parcel RPRCKI4001000 to adjust the value to $537,700 with reduction off the improvements. The 

motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

3:00 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules. 

 

James & Talina Tracy - RPR4263002001 

3:02 PM Tracy submitted her arguments with her appeal letter. There is no development and the 

property is surrounded by fields. They are not on a winter-maintained road. Comparables probably have 

maintained and paved roads and city utilities. There is no established yard or trees. The home was built 

by appellants. 

3:04 PM Gunn reviewed the property details. The square footage was reviewed. 

3:07 PM The road is a county road. They will eventually be farming. Adding 25% on to the build price 

of $280,000 for a time adjustment is $420,000. Hough moved to adjust parcel RPR4263002001 to 

$420,000 with reduction off improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Casey Judd - RPR4015003902 

3:11 PM Judd submitted an addendum that may not be germane to issue. The net taxable value 

increased 57%. If questions were answered and available to the taxpayer, then there might be less 

appeals. He has concerns being on a fixed income. Information of how market value was determined 

should be given to taxpayers. 

3:14 PM Gunn questioned the pictures submitted. Gunn reviewed the parcel details, comparables and 

price per square foot.  

3:16 PM Judd has not been provided the Assessor comps. 

3:16 PM Tovey reviewed the property jumped a bunch, but it has been in BOE every year, so there is a 

catch up. The property has likely been below value for years.  

3:18 PM Hough reviewed there was a 2019 BOE and internet resources show the assessment is likely on 

low side of where it should be. Hough moved on parcel RPR4015003902 to uphold the assessed value. 

The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Hailey Martinez - RPR4223031101 

3:19 PM Appellant did not show. Hough moved on parcel RPR4223031101 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Nathan & Jennifer Mitton - RPR3851015600 

3:19 PM Appellants did not show. Land topography and previous BOEs were discussed. Internet 

resources show assessed value inline. Tovey moved on parcel RPR3851015600 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Victor Watts - RPRPINH001400 

3:21 PM The appellant did not show. An adjustment was made to $219,732. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRPINH001400 to accept the Assessor’s value as suggested. The motion passed. 
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3:22 PM Assessor’s Exhibit A dated July 8, 2022, was submitted to reflect Assessor recommendations 

prior to BOE. The motion passed. 

 

Parcel numbers and final values included: 

 

MHMH001005200 $29,870   RPRPJCE000202 $423,981  

MHMH002053201 $15,508   RPRPJCE001500 $678,356  

MHMH060006501 $5,071   RPRPJCE001700 $664,271  

MHMHPCB005004 $20,043   RPRPJR1001300 $597,945  

RPR3803005303 $258,127   RPRPJR1001400 $512,282  

RPR3803014700 $373,627   RPRPKHM001600 $395,930  

RPR3803016900 $365,667   RPRPLAH001004 $312,381  

RPR3803028702 $314,571   RPRPLUX000300 $265,530  

RPR3803028702 $314,571   RPRPLUX000400 $364,610  

RPR3803042200 $103,750   RPRPLUX000500 $262,510  

RPR3803044500 $285,439   RPRPLUX000600 $257,320  

RPR3849007607 $256,536   RPRPLUX000700 $363,790  

RPR3849008801 $24,504   RPRPLUX000800 $250,680  

RPR3851005408 $164,634   RPRPLUX000900 $343,470  

RPR3851013601 $352,364   RPRPLUX001100 $349,310  

RPR3851016012 $309,168  
 

RPRPLUX001200 $281,210  

RPR3851016013 $11,101   RPRPLUX001300 $380,750  

RPR3851018700 $441,431   RPRPLUX001400 $296,730  

RPR3851020500 $292,261  
 

RPRPLUX001500 $297,880  

RPR3851020800 $27,600   RPRPLUX001700 $292,070  

RPR3851021200 $47,148   RPRPMAL000200 $338,600  

RPR3851021402 $666,526   RPRPMAL000300 $344,570  

RPR3851023400 $155,599   RPRPMAL000400 $364,640  

RPR3851027207 $300,481   RPRPMCD001301 $437,201  

RPR3851028606 $82,187   RPRPME1000800 $646,287  

RPR3853003900 $375,297   RPRPMMD001100 $511,078  

RPR3853013400 $403,114   RPRPMR1002400 $289,969  

RPR3853028603 $433,371   RPRPMR1003100 $300,073  

RPR3853028610 $48,021   RPRPMR1005000 $346,561  

RPR4013005702 $222,156   RPRPMSH005200 $413,249  

RPR4013005703 $279,656   RPRPNG1006300 $233,384  

RPR4013023100 $534,248   RPRPNG1007100 $322,322  

RPR4013025800 $705,957   RPRPNG2007000 $336,997  

RPR4013029107 $583,154   RPRPNKT000900 $297,170  

RPR4013043000 $286,267   RPRPNKT000900 $297,170  

RPR4013046400 $56,079   RPRPOL2001600 $366,721  

RPR4013049516 $647,357   RPRPOLV002700 $129,110  
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RPR4013052300 $2,023   RPRPOOR003100 $499,070  

RPR4013052400 $371,052   RPRPPFV014500 $228,000  

RPR4013055000 $651,762   RPRPPLT001703 $429,785  

RPR4015013500 $14,091   RPRPPLT002103 $557,601  

RPR4015013600 $254,650   RPRPPMT008200 $725,430  

RPR4015018809 $317,770   RPRPPOC006200 $487,856  

RPR4015019003 $432,323   RPRPPOC015800 $200,000  

RPR4015023200 $276,227   RPRPPOC037400 $167,685  

RPR4015031400 $50,056   RPRPPOC045400 $139,648  

RPR4015032104 $67,500   RPRPPOC054900 $167,447  

RPR4057003100 $432,302   RPRPPOC059100 $273,959  

RPR4057009105 $33,479   RPRPPOC082300 $213,083  

RPR4057009204 $350,075   RPRPPOC087300 $161,970  

RPR4057009204 $350,075   RPRPPOC091800 $298,536  

RPR4057027807 $241,645   RPRPPOC098300 $171,200  

RPR4057027812 $86,621   RPRPPOC117900 $319,770  

RPR4223000612 $54,983   RPRPPOC118200 $244,536  

RPR4223005702 $10,316   RPRPPOC123800 $178,134  

RPR4223028001 $43,560   RPRPPOC130100 $122,550  

RPR4223029005 $2,650   RPRPPOC131300 $276,027  

RPR4223029511 $399,395   RPRPPOC133300 $279,693  

RPR4225004114 $32,000   RPRPPOC140400 $271,222  

RPR4225004133 $32,000   RPRPPOC143900 $332,466  

RPR4227016303 $209,668   RPRPPOC157900 $199,502  

RPR4227021206 $306,044   RPRPPOC165200 $287,829  

RPR4227025506 $69,074   RPRPPOC170100 $199,287  

RPR4261000525 $65,788   RPRPPOC213200 $387,556  

RPR4265024900 $120,747   RPRPPOC227000 $270,242  

RPR4431012200 $239,903   RPRPPOC229800 $251,347  

RPR4433001306 $400,839  
 

RPRPPOC236100 $510,347  

RPR4433008300 $341,303   RPRPPOC239900 $529,552  

RPR4469013502 $321,913   RPRPPOC242304 $0  

RPR4471011601 $147,201   RPRPPOC250100 $156,102  

RPRAWM1000201 $231,458   RPRPPOC251900 $99,206  

RPRCABC000200 $29,250   RPRPPOC253600 $113,505  

RPRCABC000700 $0   RPRPPOC274200 $71,926  

RPRCABC000900 $0   RPRPPOC286600 $228,263  

RPRCABC001000 $0   RPRPPOC300400 $157,732  

RPRCBR7000200 $478,439   RPRPPOC315700 $179,717  

RPRCCAM000500 $415,350   RPRPPOC323100 $367,927  

RPRCCPC019400 $0   RPRPPOC333001 $678,420  
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RPRCCPC020104 $0   RPRPPOC333402 $400,063  

RPRCCPC025531 $368,158   RPRPPOC333501 $279,579  

RPRCCPC025531 $368,158   RPRPPOC345300 $0  

RPRCCY1000500 $234,875   RPRPPOC345400 $0  

RPRCHL4002400 $443,710   RPRPPOC345500 $0  

RPRCHR5000700 $370,954   RPRPPOC360400 $166,815  

RPRCHTS008900 $494,530   RPRPPOC391200 $262,322  

RPRCHTS009800 $241,770   RPRPPOC392800 $217,334  

RPRCKI1000500 $448,558   RPRPPOC411600 $274,025  

RPRCKI1000600 $363,263   RPRPPPR001900 $423,170  

RPRCKI1000700 $431,586   RPRPPPR002900 $565,000  

RPRCKIS003400 $460,000   RPRPPR3000800 $551,606  

RPRCSPK000201 $571,983   RPRPPR6002500 $495,660  

RPRCSPK000900 $601,900   RPRPPRD000906 $229,924  

RPRCSU1002300 $323,969   RPRPPTT001000 $59,299  

RPRCWIL000100 $450,000   RPRPPVA000100 $504,340  

RPRCWIL000300 $450,000   RPRPPVA000200 $504,340  

RPRCWIL000500 $455,740   RPRPPVA000300 $506,130  

RPRCWIL000600 $455,740   RPRPPVA000400 $506,130  

RPRDCPD004503 $69,237   RPRPPVA000500 $506,130  

RPRDDOW020800 $135,063   RPRPPVA000600 $506,130  

RPRIINT002505 $331,890   RPRPPVA000700 $506,130  

RPRIRM1001400 $625,898   RPRPPVA000800 $506,130  

RPRISK1000500 $248,020   RPRPRCT008702 $154,033  

RPRIWSI001003 $1,500   RPRPRD2001200 $611,931  

RPRIWSI001101 $1,500   RPRPRD2002300 $420,964  

RPRIWSI001400 $1,500   RPRPRES000100 $344,010  

RPRLAH2002100 $529,850   RPRPRES000200 $334,154  

RPRMBA1000300 $474,266   RPRPRES000300 $299,204  

RPRMCPM007701 $90,702   RPRPRES000400 $287,825  

RPRMCPM007702 $264,212   RPRPRES000600 $356,178  

RPRMHT2004201 $126,828   RPRPRES000700 $300,359  

RPRMHTM004600 $169,577   RPRPRES000800 $297,616  

RPRPANP001000 $311,880   RPRPRES000900 $370,714  

RPRPAP2000405 $566,200   RPRPRES001000 $375,508  

RPRPAP2000506 $597,260   RPRPRES001100 $277,644  

RPRPAP3000405 $578,060   RPRPRES001200 $269,011  

RPRPAP3000500 $602,410   RPRPRES001300 $397,680  

RPRPAP3000601 $347,264   RPRPRES001400 $388,855  

RPRPAP3000602 $347,264   RPRPRES001500 $280,572  

RPRPAP3000802 $329,012   RPRPRES001600 $280,796  
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RPRPBAE000500 $352,978   RPRPRES001700 $296,785  

RPRPBL5001400 $371,810   RPRPRES001800 $288,956  

RPRPBLS001600 $332,714   RPRPRES001900 $427,494  

RPRPBLS002700 $432,683   RPRPRES002000 $462,881  

RPRPBLS006300 $296,327   RPRPRTC001200 $71,780  

RPRPBNV005300 $196,773   RPRPRTC001300 $71,780  

RPRPBZA000100 $509,380   RPRPRZT000100 $266,790  

RPRPBZA000200 $509,380   RPRPSAV000300 $576,881  

RPRPBZA000200 $509,380   RPRPSHE000700 $426,004  

RPRPBZA000400 $509,380   RPRPSHE000700 $426,004  

RPRPBZA000400 $509,380   RPRPSHH000300 $140,370  

RPRPBZA000500 $509,380   RPRPSHH000400 $140,370  

RPRPBZA000500 $509,380   RPRPSHH000500 $140,020  

RPRPBZA000600 $509,380   RPRPSHH000600 $140,370  

RPRPBZA000700 $509,380   RPRPSHH000700 $140,370  

RPRPBZA000800 $509,380   RPRPSHH000801 $140,370  

RPRPBZA000900 $509,380   RPRPSHH001000 $140,010  

RPRPBZA001000 $509,380   RPRPSHH001100 $140,010  

RPRPBZA001100 $509,380   RPRPSHH001200 $140,010  

RPRPBZA001200 $509,380   RPRPSHP000601 $428,160  

RPRPBZA001300 $509,380   RPRPSO1000504 $314,473  

RPRPBZA001400 $509,380   RPRPSPR000700 $202,124  

RPRPBZA001500 $509,380   RPRPSR2001800 $269,243  

RPRPBZA001600 $509,380   RPRPSTE000701 $42,000  

RPRPBZA001700 $509,380   RPRPSTE001201 $42,000  

RPRPBZA001800 $509,380   RPRPSTE001302 $42,000  

RPRPCC2001300 $384,783   RPRPSTE001401 $42,000  

RPRPCD4000700 $510,053   RPRPSTE001500 $42,000  

RPRPCD7000600 $666,378   RPRPSTE001600 $42,000  

RPRPCD8000100 $93,000   RPRPSTR000800 $465,652  

RPRPCD8000400 $93,000   RPRPSV1002801 $263,320  

RPRPCD8000500 $548,652   RPRPSV1002802 $273,170  

RPRPCD8000600 $93,000   RPRPSV1002803 $41,120  

RPRPCGE000201 $160,000   RPRPSV1003200 $214,649  

RPRPCP1002100 $482,976   RPRPSW2001700 $360,600  

RPRPCPB000100 $88,105   RPRPSW2004900 $528,902  

RPRPCPB000200 $19,398   RPRPTC1000800 $525,658  

RPRPCPB000300 $10,962   RPRPTC1001000 $493,206  

RPRPCPB000400 $3,716   RPRPTC1002100 $376,325  

RPRPCPB000500 $41,751   RPRPTC1002400 $437,116  

RPRPCPB000600 $5,050   RPRPTDV000801 $373,475  
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RPRPCPP001802 $170,010  
 

RPRPTH2001800 $611,633  

RPRPCPP006202 $106,784   RPRPTIF005400 $206,765  

RPRPCPP006602 $1,690   RPRPTIF007000 $227,729  

RPRPCPP032101 $1,796,340  RPRPTL1002300 $367,220  

RPRPCPP032102 $199,585   RPRPTL1003700 $256,662  

RPRPCPP032103 $199,564   RPRPTLA000300 $378,378  

RPRPCPP032104 $199,585   RPRPTLA000400 $241,391  

RPRPCPP038700 $208,658   RPRPTLA001308 $356,756  

RPRPCPP040800 $179,880   RPRPTLA002001 $497,907  

RPRPCPP041200 $60,000   RPRPTLA002900 $397,630  

RPRPCPP045715 $146,930   RPRPTNT017500 $262,166  

RPRPCPP045716 $99,592   RPRPVVS000101 $171,410  

RPRPCPP045717 $187,835   RPRPVW1000102 $297,610  

RPRPCPP065300 $564,909   RPRPWHI000200 $377,513  

RPRPCPP082400 $9,441   RPRPWHS001600 $432,985  

RPRPCPP082609 $258,626   RPRPWHS002400 $358,306  

RPRPCPP086206 $209,627   RPRPWHS003900 $267,283  

RPRPCPP091102 $46,920   RPRPWPO000200 $138,796  

RPRPCPP091102 $46,920   RPRPWPO033200 $390,937  

RPRPCPP091103 $469,131   RPRPWR2000100 $473,332  

RPRPCPP092900 $355,266   RPRPWRE000200 $537,641  

RPRPCPP093214 $97,929   RPRRAPA000900 $250,614  

RPRPCPP093216 $73,662   RPRRBGR000600 $534,546  

RPRPCPP093709 $9,500   RPRRBKS000902 $446,083  

RPRPCPP101209 $27,692   RPRRBKS001800 $452,313  

RPRPCPP113000 $318,845   RPRRBLA001500 $313,172  

RPRPCPP119900 $161,655   RPRRBON000300 $397,747  

RPRPCPP123401 $137,494   RPRRCHI000900 $549,062  

RPRPCPP124600 $201,643   RPRRCTA000100 $399,695  

RPRPCPP127806 $707,304   RPRRGJA001100 $329,969  

RPRPCPP128301 $481,657   RPRRGOS000100 $0  

RPRPCPP131004 $298,585   RPRRGOS000200 $108,900  

RPRPCPP131101 $282,603   RPRRGOS000300 $129,808  

RPRPCPP131301 $186,871   RPRRGOS000400 $187,308  

RPRPCPP134815 $172,242   RPRRGOS000500 $183,824  

RPRPCPP141400 $4,329   RPRRGOS000600 $96,704  

RPRPCPP148200 $245,919   RPRRGOS000700 $107,158  

RPRPCRL000401 $611,749   RPRRGOS000800 $136,082  

RPRPCRL004000 $575,158   RPRRGOS000900 $173,368  

RPRPCRV000500 $693,254   RPRRGOS001000 $172,240  
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RPRPCS1002000 $1,111,501  RPRRGOS001100 $175,982  

RPRPCYP003601 $210,103   RPRRGOS001200 $174,240  

RPRPCYP006400 $159,051   RPRRGOS001400 $130,680  

RPRPEBN000302 $385,785   RPRRGOS001500 $368,430  

RPRPEP5000200 $375,362   RPRRGTD007500 $120,262  

RPRPEP7000600 $362,080   RPRRJAX000200 $564,541  

RPRPEVG001100 $361,072   RPRRJKC000700 $359,912  

RPRPFNE003500 $478,086   RPRRLAK000700 $581,150  

RPRPFNE003500 $478,086   RPRRLAK000700 $581,150  

RPRPFRS000300 $183,319   RPRRLR2002400 $49,940  

RPRPFW5001500 $371,037   RPRRLR3004200 $284,581  

RPRPFW5001600 $332,559   RPRRLR3011200 $312,702  

RPRPFW5007700 $351,457   RPRRLR4001800 $227,448  

RPRPGHM006400 $19,172   RPRRLR4002500 $399,109  

RPRPGHM006700 $33,890   RPRRLVR007400 $369,921  

RPRPGMS000100 $346,588   RPRRMCM001500 $578,173  

RPRPGMS000200 $342,287   RPRRMFS001600 $723,589  

RPRPGMS000300 $321,326   RPRRMM2000100 $978,063  

RPRPGMS000400 $323,932   RPRRPCE000600 $522,066  

RPRPGMS000500 $345,617   RPRRPHS000600 $147,286  

RPRPGMS000600 $341,707   RPRRRBE001100 $265,100  

RPRPGMS000700 $320,332   RPRRSAH000300 $734,545  

RPRPGMS000800 $320,242   RPRRSAN000301 $497,889  

RPRPGMS000900 $343,637   RPRRSDS000100 $557,040  

RPRPGMS001000 $344,947   RPRRSHN000401 $408,851  

RPRPGR5002600 $534,288   RPRRSTR000200 $579,774  

RPRPGVC001900 $162,178   RPRRTM2001100 $142,580  

RPRPGVT000900 $550,269   RPRRTM2003300 $29,730  

RPRPGVT002200 $405,909   RPRRTM2003600 $34,590  

RPRPGVT002303 $406,912   RPRRTM2005800 $279,565  

RPRPGVT002304 $240,520   RPRRTM2006400 $36,560  

RPRPGVT003100 $40,608   RPRRTM2006700 $33,193  

RPRPGVT003500 $157,766   RPRRTM2006800 $48,239  

RPRPGVT003500 $157,766   RPRRTM2006900 $65,476  

RPRPHA1004700 $206,466   RPRRTM2007500 $24,699  

RPRPHCP005000 $243,736   RPRRTM2007500 $24,699  

RPRPHD3002500 $354,446   RPRRTMR001300 $36,270  

RPRPHL1001400 $459,170   RPRRTMR002900 $42,671  

RPRPHL2002400 $424,855   RPRRTMR003300 $22,596  

RPRPHL4001500 $551,884   RPRRTMR006200 $33,411  

RPRPHLN000100 $380,013   RPRRTMR008700 $30,260  
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RPRPHLN000600 $322,852   RPRRTMR010300 $29,950  

RPRPHLN003200 $303,187   RPRRTMR012800 $159,755  

RPRPHLS007100 $222,527   RPRRTMR014500 $195,073  

RPRPHLS007903 $414,687   RPRRTMR015600 $21,080  

RPRPHLS007903 $414,687   RPRRTMR015700 $33,160  

RPRPHLV000200 $395,951   RPRRTMR016800 $31,770  

RPRPHME000200 $3,798,531  RPRRTMR017300 $24,730  

RPRPHO1001200 $235,553   RPRRTMR019100 $39,250  

RPRPHP2001800 $210,790   RPRRTMR020200 $39,330  

RPRPILP000600 $277,207   RPRRTMR020400 $651,096  

RPRPIN3002000 $408,523   RPRRTMR020500 $234,076  

RPRPIN3002201 $514,418   RPRRTMR022100 $119,260  

RPRPIN3005400 $310,324   RPRRTMR022200 $42,729  

RPRPIN6002500 $284,979   RPRRVLE000900 $327,997  

RPRPIR1000900 $3,500   RPRRVLE001400 $513,574  

RPRPIR1001000 $544,727   RPRRVLE001401 $477,266  

RPRPIR1001301 $442,590   RPRRWE1001300 $538,494  

RPRPIR1001800 $485,000   RPRRWHW003600 $310,527  

RPRPIR2000500 $453,473   RPRRWP5000100 $163,045  

 

 

Administrative Reviews 

 

Anthony & Svitlana Hoskin - RPRPEP2001800 

8:39 AM The file was reviewed. Hooker reported they look at total fixtures for mass appraisal. Hough 

moved for parcel RPRPEP2001800, due to lack of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion 

passed. 

 

Rodney and Melanie Harrison - RPRCBR4002200 

8:42 AM The packet was reviewed. An adjustment was made to the lot value for a total $516,214. 

Hough moved for parcel RPRCBR4002200 to accept the Assessor’s adjusted value of $516,214. The 

motion passed. 

 

Casey & Michelle Anderson - RPRCVIV001500 

8:43 AM The packet was reviewed. Hooker explained there were no opportunities for correction. Tovey 

moved for parcel RPRCVIV001500 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Tony Dudley - RPRCDDOW005100 and RPRDDOW003900 

8:45 AM The packet was reviewed. One parcel was pulled. Hooker reviewed some home details. Tovey 

moved for parcel 5100 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

Hough moved on parcel RPRDDOW003900 to accept the Assessor’s recommended value of $79,497 

with adjustment to improvements. The motion passed.  
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Jennifer Flynn - RPRPCT1001700 

8:48 AM The packet was reviewed. The worksheet shows an increase. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRPCT1001700 to uphold the assessed value due to lack of preponderance of evidence. The motion 

passed. 

 

The M Hanging Double T - RPR4265009900 

8:51 AM Tovey moved on parcel RPR4265009900, due to lack of preponderance of evidence, to uphold 

the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Deborah Florence - RPRPPOC098100 

8:52 AM The file was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPPOC098100, due to lack of 

preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Karen & Marc Barron - RPRPFW2000600 

8:53 AM The packet was reviewed. Moser recused himself. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPFW2000600 

to adjust the land back to last year value of $81,250. The motion passed. 

 

James Walker - RPRPPFV013400 

8:54 AM Moser recused himself. The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPPFV013400, 

due to lack of preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

JoLeene Harrison - RPRPFRV034600 

9:25 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPFRV034600 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Kimberly Moncur - RPRPBL1000500 

9:26 AM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPBL1000500, due to lack of 

preponderance of evidence, to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Brad Jons - RPRAWMA000400 

9:27 AM Tovey moved on parcel RPRAWMA000400, due to lack of preponderance of evidence, to 

uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Hyrum Cluff - RPRPCRA002200 

9:28 AM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPCRA002200 to uphold assessed 

value due to lack of evidence. The motion passed. 

 

Mark & Teresa Lewis - RPRPCRA002300 

9:28 AM Tovey moved on parcel RPRPCRA002300 due to lack of preponderance of evidence to 

uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Matthew Warren - RPRPMYH002200 

9:29 AM Tovey moved on parcel RPRPMYH002200, due to lack of preponderance of evidence, to 

uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Kord Whiting - RPRICPI002301 

9:29 AM Tovey moved on parcel RPRICPI002301 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awNlKKOruGM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeXF0zrKoJg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awNlKKOruGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeXF0zrKoJg
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVdwAGJUyB8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOsiOGW1xmY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNknnxxhr5o 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbEcUpq1LxQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM7K2MH176g 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vn1HYJY2aqM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDD-l_Wp8ho 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVdwAGJUyB8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOsiOGW1xmY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNknnxxhr5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbEcUpq1LxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM7K2MH176g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vn1HYJY2aqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDD-l_Wp8ho

